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Who We Are

The Five Points of a Catholic Counter-Revolution
I) Sacramental Christianity : The Counter-Revolution
affirms that ancient faith of the Saints and Apostles. We
advocate Christian living and a union of the Catholic and
Orthodox churches.
✠
II) Tradition: We advocate a return to monarchy as the
traditional christian form of government while respecting
local culture and national customs.
✠
III) Family: The Family, defined as one man, one woman, and
their natural children is critical to social progress and
stability. We oppose any attempts to redefine this
institution.

IV) Economics as if God and Man Mattered : We recognize
that private property is closely linked to individual liberty.
Society must be organized into mutually beneficial bodies
for the common interest rather than by foreign investors.
Private property ownership and the means of production
should made as widely spread as possible, and the family and
well-being of the people being put above all other interests.
✠
V) Monetary Reform and Social Credit : A market is only as
strong as its currency, therefore we oppose fiat currency
and usury as unjust market manipulations. Therefore, we
support a gold standard and labor-backed currency.

Who We Are
✠
The Counter-Revolution is an organization which stands for the
promotion of Christianity, culture, tradition, and the social
Kingship of Christ against worldly passions and the fallen state of
man.
✠
We promote traditional values and the Sacraments of the
Catholic Church. We work closely with the Orthodox and Eastern
Churches towards unity,
Restoration of the world to Christ is above all else. Above
economics, above all ideology, and above petty politics. Monarchy
historically, philosophically, and even theologically has been the
system which has best protected Christendom. The CounterRevolution wishes promote the Kingship of Christ in the lives of
individual members through the Sacraments and prayer, specifically
devotion to Our Lady and the Rosary. After interior work is done, we
aim to promote Catholic social teaching and philosophy through
charity work, spreading of literature, lectures, marches, and the
writing of essays.

Along with monarchy, we promote a return to traditional
philosophy such as Thomism, Catholic social teaching in the ideas of
integralism, distributism, and corporatism.

